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For 20 years now, we have been 
making timeless furniture out of solid 
wood. We always work from what 
we firmly believe is the essence of 
good design: authenticity, simplicity and impeccable craftsmanship to create 
sustainable pieces full of character, made from oak, teak and walnut. 

Behind the simplicity of our furniture lies a constant drive for innovation. Our 
product development team is always on the lookout for new techniques and 
tools for processing wood. Each new design is revised and reworked down to 
the tiniest detail. We finish our products in our own workshops in Indonesia, 
Vietnam and Serbia. We want everything to be in line with our design values 
from beginning to end. 

Today, our brand is considered an international trendsetter with impact on 
the market worldwide. In addition to our Belgian head office in Boom, we also 
have offices near Marseille, in Singapore, Indonesia and Hong Kong. Production 
facilities are spread over three different sites in Indonesia, Vietnam and Serbia 
and we currently employ over 2000 people. In 2016 Ethnicraft branded furniture 
is sold through an extensive network of retailers in more than 50 countries 
worldwide. Our collections can be found in the most diverse interiors all over 
the world, where they age beautifully as years go by.   

Behind the simplicity of our furniture 
lies a constant drive for innovation
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OAK
—

Let nature speak for itself
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Oak

sideboard, 1 door, 3 drawers

51450 148 × 46 × 77 cm

TV cupboard, 1 door, 1 flip-down door, 1 drawer

51452 127 × 46 × 60 cm

book rack, 2 sliding glass doors, 2 drawers

51455 110 × 46 × 183 cm

sideboard, 2 doors, 3 drawers

51451 205 × 46 × 77 cm

TV cupboard, 2 doors, 1 flip-down door, 1 drawer

51453 210 × 46 × 60 cm

WAVE

�e Wave collection is also available in teak (p.106) and walnut (p.176).
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Oak

sideboard, 5 doors 

51373 250 × 45 × 84 cm

sideboard, 3 doors 

51371 156 × 45 × 84 cm

sideboard, 4 doors

51372 203 × 45 × 84 cm

sideboard, 2 doors

51370 109 × 45 × 84 cm

SHADOW
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Oak
SHADOW

storage cupboard, 4 doors

51374 115 × 45 × 160 cm

TV cupboard, 2 drawers

51375 140 × 46 × 42 cm

coffee table, 2 sliding doors

51383 120 × 70 × 33 cm

TV cupboard, 3 drawers

51376 210 × 46 × 42 cm
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Oak
SHADOW

chest of drawers, 2 drawers, 1 door 

51186 160 × 50 × 84 cm

book rack, 2 doors 

51378 124 × 46 × 210 cm

sideboard high, 4 doors 

51379 203 × 45 × 140 cm

book rack, 1 door, 1 drawer

51377 80 × 46 × 210 cm
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Oak
LIGNA

sideboard, 2 doors, 2 drawers

50949 110 × 45 × 78 cm

sideboard, 4 doors, 4 drawers

50951 220 × 45 × 78 cm

sideboard high, 4 doors

50953 221 × 45 × 120 cm

sideboard, 5 doors, 5 drawers

50952 275 × 45 × 78 cm

sideboard, 3 doors, 3 drawers

50950 165 × 45 × 78 cm
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Oak
LIGNA

TV cupboard, 2 drawers

50955 140 × 45 × 51 cm

storage cupboard, 4 doors, 2 drawers

50954 110 × 50 × 162 cm

TV cupboard, 3 drawers

50956 210 × 45 × 51 cm
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Oak
NORDIC

bookcase, 1 door, 1 drawer

51442 70 × 46 × 211 cm

sideboard, 3 doors

51437 158 × 45 × 78 cm

sideboard, 4 doors

51438 210 × 45 × 78 cm

low rack, 4 sliding doors

51443 160 × 46 × 92 cm

sideboard, 2 doors

51436 80 × 40 × 78 cm

rack, 6 sliding doors

51448 90 × 46 × 126 cm

�e Nordic racks are also available in teak (p. 152) and walnut (p. 196).
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Oak
NORDIC

TV cupboard, 1 flip-down door, 1 drawer

51439 120 × 46 × 45 cm

chest of drawers, 3 drawers

51176 130 × 56 × 83 cm

coffee table, 1 drawer

51445 120 × 70 × 35 cm

console, 2 drawers

51444 160 × 40 × 85 cm

TV cupboard, 1 flip-down door, 1 drawer

51440 180 × 46 × 45 cm

coffee table, 1 drawer

51446 80 × 80 × 35 cm

console, 2 drawers

51447 120 × 40 × 85 cm

�e Nordic console, TV cupboard and co�ee table 120 cm are also available in walnut (p. 178).
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Oak
BURGER

sideboard, 3 push open doors

51390 150 × 45 × 85 cm

sideboard, 5 push open doors, 3 drawers

51393 250 × 45 × 85 cm

sideboard, 4 push open doors

51391 200 × 45 × 85 cm

chest of drawers, 4 drawers

51399 100 × 50 × 90 cm

�e Burger collection is also available in teak (p. 108-111).
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Oak
BURGER

storage cupboard, 4 push open doors, 2 drawers 

51396 110 × 45 × 160 cm

TV cupboard, 1 flipdown door, 1 drawer

51394 140 × 47 × 40 cm

TV cupboard, 1 flipdown door, 1 drawer

51395 210 × 47 × 40 cm
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Oak
PURE

sideboard, 2 sliding doors

51160 150 × 47 × 80 cm

sideboard, 3 sliding doors

51162 200 × 47 × 80 cm

sideboard, 3 sliding doors

51164 250 × 47 × 80 cm
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Oak
PURE

top, 2 sliding glass doors

51161 150 × 38 × 140 cm

sideboard, 2 sliding doors

51160 150 × 47 × 80 cm

top, 3 sliding glass doors

51163 200 × 38 × 140 cm

sideboard, 3 sliding doors

51162 200 × 47 × 80 cm

top, 3 sliding glass doors

51165 250 × 38 × 140 cm

sideboard, 3 sliding doors

51164 250 × 47 × 80 cm
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Oak
FLAT

sideboard, 2 doors, 2 drawers

51075 100 × 45 × 90 cm

sideboard, 4 doors, 4 drawers

51077 200 × 45 × 90 cm

cupboard, 3 glass doors, 3 doors, 3 drawers

51071 150 × 38/45 × 220 cm

sideboard, 3 doors, 3 drawers

51076 150 × 45 × 90 cm

cupboard, 4 glass doors, 4 doors, 4 drawers

51072 200 × 38/45 × 220 cm
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Oak
FLAT

TV cupboard, 2 drawers

51081 160 × 60 × 41 cm

coffee table, 2 drawers

51095 110 × 110 × 37 cm

51096 130 × 80 × 37 cm

storage cupboard, 4 doors, 2 drawers

51088 115 × 45 × 157 cm

chest of drawers, 6 drawers

51086 60 × 50 × 130 cm
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Find out more about the Ligna, Pure and Wave sideboards 
on page 18, 30 and 10. 

Ethnicraft sideboards provide  
a maximum of storage space 

without being obtrusive
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STONECUT
Oak

A sideboard is a must-have if you want 
to keep your interior uncluttered and 
well organised. So it is no wonder that 
we have an extensive range of cleverly 
designed sideboards in oak, teak and 
walnut, each with its own characteris-
tics. We will make sure you find the one 
that matches your personality and style. 

Since we started producing furni-
ture, our sideboards have become one 
of the most successful items in our 
collections. Designed for daily life they 
provide maximum storage space and 
functionality. With their clean lines and 
well-balanced volume they add style 
to every room without being obtrusive. 
Add some extra character to the room 
with Stonecut for example, our side-
board with a fascinating interplay of 
lines on its doors.

Stonecut sideboard, 3 doors

51350  165 × 45 × 77 cm

Stonecut, sideboard, 4 doors

51351 220 × 45 × 77 cm

Ethnicraft sideboards

CLEVERLY DESIGNED 
MASTERPIECES
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Oak

Origami TV cupboard, 2 sliding doors, 3 drawers, black

45024 140 × 40 × 60 cm

Origami TV cupboard, 2 sliding doors, 3 drawers, cream

45059 140 × 40 × 60 cm

Origami desk, 5 drawers, olive

45021 135 × 55 × 94 cm

Origami desk, 5 drawers, black

45055 135 × 55 × 94 cm

Origami desk, 5 drawers, cream

45056 135 × 55 × 94 cm
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Oak

Origami secretary, 2 sliding doors,

2 drawers, black

45018 70 × 35 × 130 cm

Pirouette bookrack, 4 drawers

45016 60 × 30 × 200 cm

Origami secretary, 2 sliding doors,

2 drawers, yellow

45020 70 × 35 × 130 cm

Origami secretary, 2 sliding doors, 

2 drawers, cream

45019 70 × 35 × 130 cm
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Oak

Chest 60’s chest of drawers, 5 drawers, black

45035 50 × 40 × 130 cm

Chest 60’s chest of drawers, 3 drawers, cream

45034 100 × 40 × 75 cm

Chest 60’s chest of drawers, 5 drawers, cream

45031 50 × 40 × 130 cm

Chest 60’s chest of drawers, 3 drawers, black

45033 100 × 40 × 75 cm

Chest 60’s chest of drawers, 3 drawers, curry

45032 100 × 40 × 75 cm
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Straight dining table, legs 6 x 6 cm

50381 70 x 70 x 76 cm

50382 120 x 70 x 76 cm

Straight dining table, legs 8 x 8 cm

50329 140 x 80 x 76 cm

50330 160 x 90 x 76 cm

50340 180 x 90 x 76 cm

50355 200 x 100 x 76 cm

50360 220 x 105 x 76 cm

50370 250 x 105 x 76 cm

50380 300 x 105 x 76 cm

Straight extendable dining table

50315 180/280 × 90 × 76 cm

50316 160/240 × 90 × 76 cm

50317 140/220 × 90 × 76 cm

Extendable tables

FURNITURE THAT FITS LIFE

NEW
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Unexpected guests? No problem. 
Our extendable tables adapt 

easily to all circumstances

Life has many different scenarios and you never know what 
will happen next. Unexpected guests for dinner? A growing 
family? Our extendable tables are multi-functional and adapt 
easily to all circumstances. They immediately offer additional 
space for quite a number of extra visitors or diners. 

Just a little pull and the hidden extensions make room for 
many. No wonder our user-friendly extendable tables are 
one of the most desirable on the market. We are constantly 
expanding our range and for 2016 we are very pleased 
to introduce the popular Straight table in an extendable 
version. Do you prefer a more solid look? Try the Double 
Extendable. This teak masterpiece is now also available in 
oak. The double feet are a particular characteristic that gives 
this table an unmistakable presence.

TABLES
Oak
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Oak
TABLES

Slice extendable dining table legs 8 × 8 cm

51942 140/220 × 90 × 76 cm

Slice extendable dining table legs 10 × 10 cm

51943 160/240 × 90 × 76 cm

50583 180/280 × 100 × 76 cm

Slice dining table legs 8 × 8 cm

50570 140 × 80 × 76 cm

Slice dining table legs 10 × 10 cm

50571 160 × 90 × 76 cm

50572 150 × 150 × 76 cm

50573 180 × 90 × 76 cm

50574 200 × 100 × 76 cm

50575 220 × 100 × 76 cm

�e Slice dining tables are also available in teak (p. 126). �e Slice extendable dining table 180 cm is also available in walnut (p. 184).

Slice was already a dining table with a unique 
character, but we added a little extra. �is 
oak table can easily be extended without 
interruption of the wood grain pattern
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NEW

Oak
TABLES

Stretch extendable dining table, legs 10 × 10 cm

50578 140/220 × 90 x 76 cm

50579 140/220 × 140 × 76 cm

50577 180/260 × 100 × 76 cm

Double extendable dining table

52066 200/300 × 100 × 76 cm

�e Stretch dining tables are also available in teak (p. 128).
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The Osso round table

BRINGING PEOPLE TOGETHER

Osso round dining table

53031 120 × 120 × 75 cm

Osso round dining table - Blackstone

53038 120 × 120 × 75 cm

Osso round table high

53030 120 × 120 × 88 cm

Osso round table high - Blackstone

53037 120 × 120 × 88 cm

NEW

NEW

NEW NEW
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Dining tables are all about bringing 
people together to share a meal and 
quality time. We have an extensive 
collection of tables in many sizes and 
styles, suitable for all kinds of interi-
ors, whether you have limited space or plenty of it. The Osso collection, for in-
stance, was designed by Grain and Green, one of the top interior design studios 
in Indonesia and Singapore. The range has subtle oriental influences and char-
acteristic rounded edges. The Osso round table became part of the Ethnicraft 
family last year and was first manufactured in walnut (p. 180), but is now also 
available in oak and in our Blackstone finishing. 

A round table makes 
dinner time even cosier

�e Osso dining tables are also available in walnut (p. 188).

TABLES
Oak
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Oak
TABLES

Mikado dining table

50178 240 × 110 × 76 cm

In-house designer Alain Van Havre designed a 
successful dining table with interlocking legs.  
�e result is a stylish piece that is perfectly stable
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Oak
TABLES

Circle dining table

50165 136 × 136 × 76 cm

50164 163 × 163 × 76 cm

�e Circle dining tables are also available in teak (p. 130) and walnut (p. 186).

Our Circle dining table is all about inspiring 
your family to spend a little more time at the table
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Oak
TABLES

�e Pettersson dining tables are also available in teak (p. 132).

Pettersson dining table

designed by Patrik Pettersson

50566 180 × 90 × 76 cm

50567 200 × 90 × 76 cm

50568 220 × 100 × 76 cm

50569 250 × 100 × 76 cm

�e Pettersson table is characterised by the 
way the table legs are crossed. �e table 
looks Swedish, and so it should: it was 
designed by Swede Patrik Pettersson
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Oak
TABLES

Apron dining table, legs 8 × 8

50589 160 × 90 × 76 cm

50588 180 × 90 × 76 cm

Apron dining table, legs 10 × 10

50587 200 × 100 × 76 cm

50586 220 × 100 × 76 cm

50585 240 × 100 × 76 cm

�e Apron dining tables are also available in teak (p. 134).

With the design of the Apron dining table 
we pushed the rules of gravity and technical 
craftmanship to its limit. �e tabletop looks 
as light as possible while the legs provide a 
stable base for ultimate user’s comfort 
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Oak
TABLES

Ellipse dining table, Blackstone

50948 246 × 154 × 76 cm

�e Ellipse dining table with its slender 
oval top and tapered legs was inspired by 
Scandinavian design. It is a solid yet stylishly 
re�ned wooden table, a combination of the 
past and the present, and its black colour 
only enhances the beauty of the wood
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Oak
CHAIRS

M chair black

50666 40 × 48 × 80 cm - seating height 46 cm

Bjorsing chair, seating height 46 cm - height armrest 66 cm

50678 59 × 62 × 83 cm

Ex 1 chair

50657 43 × 56 × 82 cm - seating height 47 cm

LS 1 chair

50655 47 × 48 × 85 cm - seating height 45 cm

Osso stool

53033 50 × 33 × 46 cm

Osso stool high

53032 57 × 33 × 61 cm

Osso stool - Blackstone

53040 50 × 33 × 46 cm

Osso stool high - Blackstone

53039 57 × 33 × 61 cm

�e Bjorsing chair and Osso stools are also available in walnut (p. 188). �e EX 1 chair is also available in teak (p. 138).

NEW
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Oak
CHAIRS

N1 chair

50685 54 × 60 × 81 cm - seating height 47 cm

N3 kitchen counter stool

50687 48 × 50 × 89 cm - seating height 65 cm

N5 stool

50689 41 × 41 × 47 cm - seating height 47 cm

N2 lounge chair

50686 59 × 69 × 70 cm - seating height 40 cm

N4 bar stool

50688 48 × 50 × 110 cm - seating height 80 cm

N6 bar stool

50690 41 × 41 × 75 cm - seating height 75 cm

�e EX 1 chair is also available in teak (p. 138). �e N2, N3 and N4 chair are also available in teak (p. 136).
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Ethnicraft benches

VERSATILE AND GOOD-LOOKING

Straight bench

50385 140 × 35 × 45 cm

50386 160 × 35 × 45 cm

50388 180 × 35 × 45 cm

50390 200 × 35 × 45 cm
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Our benches in oak and teak are clever 
space savers: they provide extra seat-
ing at the table, but can also be used 
to display books and magazines or to 
make a decorative corner in a bit of lost 
space. They also look good in the hall-
way, with shoes and baskets stored un-
derneath. And why not use them in the 
bathroom, dressing room or office, or at 
the foot of your bed? A made to meas-
ure cushion will add a touch of luxury 
and turn the bench into a comfortable 
seating area. 

The N3 bench is a newcomer this 
year. Just like the rest of the N range 
- a collection of chairs designed by 
Singapore-based designer Nathan 
Yong - this bench is an elegant 
eye-catcher made of slim pieces of sol-
id wood. It can easily be combined with 
most of our tables or become a style 
statement against walls or in hallways.

�e N3 bench is an elegant 
eye-catcher made of slim 

pieces of solid wood

N3 bench

50692 120 × 50 × 81 cm - seating height 46 cm

50691 180 × 50 × 81 cm - seating height 46 cm

NEW

CHAIRS
Oak
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Oak
COFFEE TABLES

Flat coffee table, 2 drawers

51095 110 × 110 × 37 cm

51096 130 × 80 × 37 cm

Thin coffee table, stainless steel frame

50524 80 × 80 × 30 cm

50525 120 × 70 × 30 cm

Duplex coffee table

50511 80 × 80 × 37 cm

50512 130 × 80 × 37 cm

50513 110 × 110 × 37 cm

Shadow coffee table, 2 sliding doors

51383 120 × 70 × 33 cm

Tripod coffee table

50510 90 × 90 × 40 cm

Naomi coffee table

50538 120 × 70 × 35 cm

Nordic coffee table, 1 drawer

51445 120 × 70 × 35 cm

Nordic coffee table, 1 drawer

51446 80 × 80 × 35 cm

�e �in, Naomi and Duplex co�ee tables are also available in teak (p. 142). �e Nordic and Naomi co�ee tables are also available in walnut (p. 190).

NEW
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Tripod table

50527 46 × 46 × 56 cm

Tripod table large

50528 70 × 70 × 60 cm

Tripod side tables

NEW LOOK FOR 
A WINNING PIECE

NEWNEW
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Tripod table

50508 46 × 46 × 56 cm

Tripod table large

50509 70 × 70 × 60 cm

With its clean lines and contemporary 
aesthetic, the Tripod side table by Heidi 
Earnshaw is, without a doubt, a winning 
piece. Heidi’s Toronto-based studio 
specializes in the design and produc-
tion of solid wood furniture and func-
tional objects. She takes her cue from 
Japanese and Scandinavian architec-
ture, and reinterprets historic pieces 
to create timeless modern furniture. 
Therefore it is no surprise that one day 
our paths would cross. We launched 
the Tripod oak and teak side tables in 
2013 and have been adding new ver-
sions ever since. For 2016 we are in-
troducing two side tables in our glam-
orous Blackstone finishing and the 
coffee table in oak and a sophisticated 
walnut version. Both have a powerful, 
slightly mysterious look and will make 
stunning additions to your interior. 

�is light-footed side 
table will make a great 

addition to your interior

�e Tripod side tables are also available in teak (p. 145) and walnut ( p. 190).

SIDETABLES
Oak
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Oak
SIDE TABLES

Cube closed side table

50646 45 × 42 × 45 cm

Frame sofa side table

50517 48 × 40 × 48 cm

Naomi side table

50539 58 × 42 × 42 cm

Cube open side table

50640 45 × 40 × 46 cm

Thin side table, stainless steel frame

50526 50 × 50 × 35 cm

Duplex side table

50514 55 × 55 × 43 cm

Cube closed side table

50647 73 × 42 × 45 cm

Tripod, Naomi and Cube  are also available in teak (p. 145) and walnut (p. 190). Frame, Open Cube and �in are also available in teak (p. 145).
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Oak
SHELVES

Z rack

50778 125 × 37 × 207 cm

M rack, small

50772 90 × 30 × 139 cm

M rack

50771 104 × 30 × 219 cm

�e M rack is also available in teak (p. 148).

Our shelves are much more than 
practical storage units: they form 
an aesthetic framework for beloved 
objects, displaying them in the best 
possible way. Combine several units 
to make an even greater impression
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Oak
SHELVES

Mozaic rack

50774 100 × 34 × 201 cm

Skelet rack

50776 100 × 35 × 188 cm

Skelet rack, small

50777 100 × 35 × 86 cm

�e Mozaic rack is also available in teak (p. 150). �e Skelet rack is also available in teak (p. 152).

�e various levels and proportions of the Mozaic 
shelving unit make it an interesting work of art 
that looks di�erent from every angle. Combine 
several units to make an even greater impression
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Oak
SHELVES

Ligna open rack

50959 259 × 37 × 145 cm

Nordic rack, 6 sliding doors

51448 90 × 46 × 126 cm

Nordic low rack, 4 sliding doors

51443 160 × 46 × 92 cm

Ligna open rack

50968 179 × 37 × 145 cm

�e Nordic rack is also available in teak (p. 152) and walnut (p. 196).
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Oak
SHELVES

Utilitile keyed

55098 40 × 4 × 40 cm

Utilitile hooked

55097 40 × 4 × 40 cm

Utilitile mirror

55099 40 × 4 × 40 cm

wall shelf

51358 70 × 22 × 5 cm

51359 140 × 22 × 5 cm

51360 210 × 22 × 5 cm

�e Utilitile shelves are also available in teak (p. 154) and walnut (p. 196). �e wall shelves are also available in teak (p. 154).
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Oak
OFFICE

U table

50001 140 × 72 × 75 cm

50000 172 × 80 × 75 cm

50010 200 × 88 × 75 cm

Wave office console, 1 drawer

51456 120 × 60 × 78 cm

Billy box, 3 drawers

50620 50 × 56 × 66 cm

Our o�ce collection is also available in walnut (p. 192). �e Wave o�ce console is also available in teak (p. 158).
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Oak
CONSOLES

Frame PC console, 2 drawers

50516 120 × 43 × 82 cm

Frame PC console, 2 drawers

50515 160 × 43 × 82 cm

Nordic console, 2 drawers

51444 160 × 40 × 85 cm

Nordic console, 2 drawers

51447 120 × 40 × 85 cm

�e consoles are also available in walnut (p. 194). �e Frame PC console is also available in teak (p. 158).
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Nordic II bed

SLEEPING BEAUTY
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Inspired by our Nordic range (p. 22-25) we developed Nordic II, a bed that com-
bines elegant lines with the purity of solid wood. With its top-quality material and 
timeless design, it is built to last for many years. Combine your bedroom furni-
ture with timeless accessories and bed linen in natural colours to enhance the 
relaxing effect. Or go bold and opt – like we did here - for a graphic statement.

With its top-quality material and 
timeless design, this bed is built to last 

Nordic I I  bed without slats, mattress size 140/200

51219 164 × 219 × 95 cm

Nordic I I  bed without slats, mattress size 160/200

51216 184 × 219 × 95 cm

Nordic I I  bed without slats, mattress size 180/200

51215 204 × 219 × 95 cm

Nordic I I  bed US size with slats, mattress size 153/203

51218 177 × 222 × 95 cm

Nordic I I  bed US size with slats, mattress size 193/203

51217 217 × 222 × 95 cm

NEW

BEDS
Oak
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Oak
BEDS

Air bed without slats, mattress size 160/200

51212 180 × 232 × 96 cm

Air bed without slats, mattress size 180/200

51211 200 × 232 × 96 cm

Air bed US size with slats, mattress size 153/203

51214 173 × 236 × 96 cm 

Air bed US size with slats, mattress size 193/203

51213 213 × 236 × 96 cm

�e name ‘Air Bed’ says it all: the idea 
was to add softness, roundness and overall 
lightness to the usual concept of our beds
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Oak
BEDS

Azur bed without slats, mattress size 140/200

51132 150 × 210 × 95 cm

Azur bed without slats, mattress size 160/200

51124 170 × 210 × 95 cm

Azur bed without slats, mattress size 180/200

51120 190 × 210 × 95 cm

Azur bed without slats, mattress size 180/220

51122 190 × 230 × 95 cm

Madra bed without slats, mattress size 160/200

51202 198 × 243 × 71 cm

Madra bed without slats, mattress size 180/200

51201 218 × 243 × 71 cm

Madra bed US size, with slats, mattress size 153/203

51204 190 × 246 × 71 cm

Madra bed US size, with slats, mattress size 193/203

51203 231 × 246 × 71 cm

�e Madra bed is also available in teak (p. 160). �e Azur bed is also availble in teak (p. 162).
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An interior with personality is all about creativity and inven-
tiveness. Take nightstands: every bed in our collection can be 
completed with a matching bedside table. Unless you want 
to be different... The Ethnicraft collection has numerous side 
tables and stools that seamlessly transfer from the living 
room to the bedroom and make wonderful bedside  tables. 
Or why not mix and match our beds and nightstands? The 
possibilities are endless and you’ll be able to create a bed-
room that matches your personality.

Choosing the perfect bedside table

A LA CARTE BEDROOM
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Air bedside table, 1 drawer

51210  56 × 44 × 37 cm

UB bedside table, 1 drawer

51209  50 × 44 × 37 cm

Madra bedside table, 1 drawer

51200  60 × 43 × 27 cm

Nordic I I  bedside table, 1 drawer

51175  57 × 40 × 37 cm

Azur bedside table, 1 drawer

51140  48 × 44 × 48 cm

NEW

Our beds have matching bedside tables but why 
not choose one of our side tables or stools? �ey 
seamlessly transfer from the living room to the 

bedroom and make wonderful night tables

BEDSIDE TABLES
Oak
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Oak
DRESSERS

KDS dresser, 3 sliding doors

51197 260 × 65 × 218 cm - Self assembly

KDS dresser, 2 sliding doors

51198 166 × 65 × 218 cm - Self assembly

�e KDS and Shadow dressers are also available in teak (p. 166-169).

If the access to your bedroom is too narrow, 
this collection is ideal: KDS is delivered as 
�at pack furniture
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Oak
DRESSERS

Shadow dresser, 3 doors, 2 drawers

51185 115 × 60 × 200 cm

Nordic dresser, 2 doors

51177 105 × 60 × 200 cm

�e KDS and Shadow dressers are also available in teak (p. 166-169).
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Oak
CHEST OF DRAWERS

Shadow chest of drawers, 2 drawers, 1 door

51186 160 × 50 × 84 cm

Nordic chest of drawers, 3 drawers

51176 130 × 56 × 83 cm

Azur chest of drawers, 3 drawers

51139 120 × 50 × 92 cm

Burger chest of drawers, 4 drawers

51399 100 × 50 × 90 cm

Flat chest of drawers, 6 drawers

51086 60 × 50 × 130 cm

�e Burger chest of drawers is also available in teak (p. 170).
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Oak
AND MORE

Slatted bed base

45023 80 × 200 × 5 cm

45024 90 × 200 × 5 cm

45001 70 × 200 × 9 cm

45003 80 × 200 × 9 cm

45004 90 × 200 × 9 cm

45005 90 × 220 × 9 cm

mirror

51253 200 × 3 × 90 cm

Light Frame mirror

51297 90 × 5 × 60 cm

Light Frame mirror

51298 90 × 5 × 150 cm

Totem wooden floorlamp

26130 90/190 × 120 × 140 cm

Lampshade, black textile, 100% cotton

LS0001 70 × 70 × 40 cm

Light Frame mirror

51299 90 × 5 × 200 cm

Our mirrors are also available in teak (p. 172).
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TEAK
—

Authentic charm
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The subtle contours of the cabinet doors and the distin-
guished shape of the feet are what make the Wave collec-
tion so special. The sideboards and bookcase offer excellent 
storage space and the clever combination of doors, drawers 
and glass elements makes them extremely decorative. Doors 
and drawers have no handles and feature a soft closing 
mechanism. The playful aspect and vintage feel of the Wave 
range make this a truly striking collection. We have therefore 
decided to extend it with teak and walnut versions (p. 176). 

The Wave Collection

NOW ALSO AVAILABLE IN TEAK
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�e playful aspect and vintage 
feel of the Wave range make it 

a truly striking collection

sideboard, 2 opening doors, 3 drawers, FSC 100% *

11451 205 × 46 × 77 cm

TV cupboard, 2 opening doors, 1 flip-down door, 1 drawer, FSC 100% *

11453 210 × 46 × 60 cm

book rack, 2 sliding glass doors, 2 drawers, FSC 100% *

11455 110 × 46 × 183 cm

�e Wave collection is also available in oak (p.10) and walnut (p.176).
* �is product is FSC® certi�ed

NEW

NEW

NEW

WAVE
Teak
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Teak
BURGER

sideboard, 2 push open doors, FSC 100% *

15320 100 × 45 × 85 cm

sideboard, 3 push open doors, FSC 100% *

15321 150 × 45 × 85 cm

sideboard, 4 push open doors, FSC 100% *

15322 200 × 45 × 85 cm

sideboard, 5 push open doors, 3 drawers, FSC 100% *

15331 250 × 45 × 85 cm

chest of drawers, 4 drawers, FSC 100% *

15327 100 × 50 × 90 cm

�e Burger collection, except for the co�ee table and the chest of drawers 5 drawers, is also available in oak (p. 26-29).
* �is product is FSC® certi�ed

chest of drawers, 5 drawers, FSC 100% *

15062 70 × 50 × 125 cm
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Teak
BURGER

storage cupboard, 4 push open doors, 2 drawers, FSC 100% *

15326 110 × 45 × 160 cm

TV cupboard, 1 flipdown door, 1 drawer, FSC 100% *

15325 210 × 47 × 40 cm

coffee table, 2 drawers

15328 130 × 80 × 32 cm

15329 110 × 110 × 32 cm

TV cupboard, 2 flipdown doors, 1 drawe, FSC 100% *

15332 250 × 47 × 40 cm

TV cupboard, 1 flipdown door, 1 drawer, FSC 100% *

15324 140 × 47 × 40 cm

�e Burger collection, except for the co�ee table and the chest of drawers 5 drawers, is also available in oak (p. 26-29).
* �is product is FSC® certi�ed
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Teak
ESSENTIAL

sideboard, 2 doors, FSC 100% *

15300 100 × 47 × 85 cm

sideboard, 3 doors, FSC 100% *

15301 147 × 47 × 85 cm

sideboard, 4 doors, FSC 100% *

15303 196 × 47 × 85 cm

sideboard, 5 doors, FSC 100% *

15305 245 × 47 × 85 cm

* �is product is FSC® certi�ed
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Teak
ESSENTIAL

storage cupboard, 4 door, FSC 100% *

15311 117 × 47 × 160 cm

TV cupboard, 1 drawer, FSC 100% *

15307 142 × 47 × 38 cm

TV cupboard, 2 drawers, FSC 100% *

15309 209 × 47 × 38 cm

* �is product is FSC® certi�ed
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Teak
ELEMENTAL

sideboard, 3 doors, 3 drawers, FSC 100% *

10324 157 × 45 × 85 cm

sideboard, 4 doors, 2 drawers, FSC 100% *

10325 207 × 45 × 85 cm

sideboard, 5 doors, 3 drawers, FSC 100% *

10326 257 × 45 × 85 cm

* �is product is FSC® certi�ed
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Teak
ELEMENTAL

storage cupboard, 4 doors, 2 drawers, FSC 100% *

10329 119 × 45 × 160 cm

TV cupboard, 2 drawers, FSC 100% *

10327 211 × 45 × 33 cm

TV cupboard, 1 drawer, FSC 100% *

10328 151 × 45 × 33 cm

* �is product is FSC® certi�ed
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Teak
LODGE

sideboard, 1 door, 3 drawers

15335 146 × 46 × 84 cm

sideboard, 2 doors, 3 drawers

15336 202 × 46 × 84 cm

sideboard, 4 doors, 3 drawers

15337 272 × 46 × 84 cm
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Teak
LODGE

TV cupboard, 2 doors

15338 160 × 46 × 46 cm

TV cupboard, 2 doors

15339 210 × 46 × 46 cm

cupboard, 3 glass doors, 2 doors, 3 drawers

15344 154 × 36 × 220 cm

cupboard, 4 glass doors, 2 doors, 3 drawers

15345 200 × 36 × 220 cm
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Table becomes breakfast corner becomes workspace becomes family table be-
comes party table. Dining tables are the centre of our daily life. Whether you want 
to play a game, help with homework or fold the laundry, our extendable tables are 
perfect for the job. No wonder we decided to add an extendable version of our 
successful Double dining table to the range. 

Double has been a part of the Ethnicraft family for a long time. This famous 
table, designed by Angela De Geus, is a successful combination of a solid look 
and pure lines. Although the table looks heavy and solid, it can very easily be ex-
tended single-handedly. It takes a few steps and no more than seconds to make 
space for whatever will be happening next in your home.

Double extendable table

ROOM FOR EXPANSION
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Our Double table can be extended single-
handedly to create extra space in seconds

Double extendable dining table

12066 200/300 × 100 × 76 cm

Double dining table

12067 180 × 90 × 76 cm, FSC 100% *

12068 200 × 90 × 76 cm, FSC 100% *

12069 220 × 90 × 76 cm, FSC 100% *

�e Double extendable dining table is also available in oak (p. 50).
* �is product is FSC® certi�ed

TABLES
Teak
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Teak
TABLES

Slice extendable dining table - legs 10 × 10 cm

11943 160-233 × 90 × 76 cm

11944 180 - 280 × 100 × 76 cm

Slice dining table, legs 8 × 8 cm, FSC 100% *

11965 140 × 80 × 76 cm

Slice dining table, legs 10 × 10 cm, FSC 100% *

11966 150 × 150 × 76 cm

11967 160 × 90 × 76 cm

11968 180 × 90 × 76 cm

11969 200 × 100 × 76 cm

11970 220 × 100 × 76 cm

�e Slice dining tables are also available in oak (p. 48). �e Slice extendable table 180 cm is also available in walnut (p.184).
* �is product is FSC® certi�ed

�e robust legs of the teak Slice extendable 
table move with the extension, allowing 
you to keep seating space at a maximum
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Teak
TABLES

Stretch dining table, legs 10 × 10 cm

11948 140/220 × 90 × 76 cm

11947 140/220 × 140 × 76 cm

11949 180/280 × 100 × 76 cm

Kubus dining table legs 6 × 6 cm, FSC 100% *

12151 70 × 70 × 76 cm

12155 120 × 70 × 76 cm

�e Stretch dining table is also available in oak (p. 50).
* �is product is FSC® certi�ed
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Teak
TABLES

Circle dining table, FSC 100% *

10165 136 × 136 × 76 cm

10164 163 × 163 × 76 cm

�e Circle dining table is also available in oak (p. 56) and walnut (p. 186).
* �is product is FSC® certi�ed

Japanese puzzles were the inspiration for 
the design of the Circle table. It is now 
available in two di�erent sizes and all three 
types of wood: oak, teak and walnut
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Teak
TABLES

Pettersson dining table, FSC 100% *

designed by Patrik Pettersson

11975 180 × 90 × 76 cm

11976 200 × 90 × 76 cm

11977 220 × 100 × 76 cm

11978 250 × 100 × 76 cm

�e Pettersson dining table is also available in oak (p. 58).
* �is product is FSC® certi�ed
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NEW

Teak
TABLES

Apron dining table, legs 10 × 10 cm, FSC 100% *

10587 200 × 100 × 76 cm

10586 220 × 100 × 76 cm

10585 240 × 100 × 76 cm

Apron dining table, legs 8 × 8 cm, FSC 100% *

10589 160 × 90 × 76 cm

10588 180 × 90 × 76 cm

�e Apron dining table is also available in oak (p. 60).
* �is product is FSC® certi�ed

Our Apron dining table with its charmingly 
slender appearance has only been available in 
oak, but as of this year there is also a teak version
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Teak
CHAIRS

N2 lounge chair, FSC 100% *

14686 58 × 69 × 70 cm - seating height 40 cm

N3 kitchen counter stool, FSC 100% *

14687 48 × 50 × 89 cm - seating height 65 cm

N4 bar stool, FSC 100% *

14688 48 × 50 × 110 cm - seating height 80 cm

�e N chairs are also available in oak (p. 66).
* �is product is FSC® certi�ed

Nathan Yong is the man behind the N-chair 
collection. “I like my designs to evoke a 
sense of wonder,” he says, and that is exactly 
how we feel about this seating range
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Teak
CHAIRS

Archetype 1 chair, FSC 100% *

14703 42 × 50 × 86 cm - seating height 46 cm

Ex 1 chair, FSC 100% *

15270 43 × 56 × 82 cm - seating height 47 cm

Cuba chair, FSC 100% *

14740 51 × 47 × 55 cm - seating height 45 cm

Double bench, FSC 100% *

12084 180 × 40 × 45 cm

12085 200 × 40 × 45 cm

12086 220 × 40 × 45 cm

�e EX 1 chair is also available in oak (p. 64).
* �is product is FSC® certi�ed
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Teak
CHAIRS

EX 1 chair, Turkish coffee upholstery

14680 43 × 56 × 82 cm - seating height 47 cm

B1 chair, Turkish coffee upholstery

14670 47 × 57 × 85 cm - seating height 49 cm

Square Root sofa, 1 seater, Turkish Coffee upholstery

14747 69 × 75 × 75 cm - armrest height 62 cm - seating height 41 cm

We have an extensive collection of teak chairs, 
including quite a few upholstered ones to make 
life even more comfortable. As we love timeless 
quality materials, we have used pure Belgian 
linen which, like solid wood, ages naturally
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Teak
COFFEE TABLES

Cube closed coffee table, FSC 100% *

10647 73 × 42 × 45 cm

Burger coffee table, 2 drawers, FSC 100% *

15328 130 × 80 × 32 cm

15329 110 × 110 × 32 cm

Duplex coffee table, FSC 100% *

13996 80 × 80 × 37 cm

13998 110 × 110 × 37 cm

13997 130 × 80 × 37 cm

Naomi coffee table, FSC Recycled 100% *

14211 120 × 70 × 35 cm

Thin coffee table, FSC 100% *

15313 150 × 70 × 35 cm

15315 100 × 100 × 35 cm

Cube closed coffee table, FSC 100% *

10648 118 × 42 × 45 cm

�e Cube closed (73 cm), �in, Duplex and Naomi co�ee tables are also available in oak (p. 70). �e Naomi co�ee table is also available in walnut (p. 190).
* �is product is FSC® certi�ed
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Teak
SIDE TABLES

Thin side table, FSC 100% *

15317 55 × 55 × 40 cm

Tripod side table, FSC 100% *

14212 46 × 46 × 56 cm

Tripod side table, FSC 100% *

14213 70 × 70 × 60 cm

Naomi side table, FSC Recycled 100% *

14210 59 × 42 × 42 cm

Frame sofa side table, FSC Recycled 100% *

14065 48 × 40 × 48 cm

Cube open side table, FSC Recycled 100% *

14160 42 × 42 × 42 cm

Cube closed side table, FSC 100% *

10646 45 × 42 × 45cm

�e Tripod, Naomi and Cube side tables are also available in oak (p. 72-74) and walnut (p. 190).
�e Frame, Open Cube and �in side tables are also available in oak (p. 72-74).
* �is product is FSC® certi�ed
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Teak
SIDE TABLES

Pop low table

13990 45 × 45 × 35 cm

Pop stool

13991 40 × 40 × 45 cm

Butcher stool

13993 35 × 35 × 50 cm

Our side tables are like so many things in 
life: it’s all in the detail. �ese compact, 
cleverly designed mini masterpieces can be 
used in all sorts of interiors and situations
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Teak
SHELVES

M rack, FSC 100% *

14201 104 × 30 × 219 cm

M rack small, FSC 100% *

14202 90 × 30 × 139 cm

�e M rack is also available in oak (p. 76).
* �is product is FSC® certi�ed
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Teak
SHELVES

Mozaic rack, FSC 100% *

14203 100 × 34 × 201 cm

�e Mozaic rack is also available in oak (p. 78).
* �is product is FSC® certi�ed

For our shelving units, the design team played 
with spacing and elegant proportions. �ey 
can be endlessly multiplied and combined. 
For instance, use our Mozaic rack as a 
room divider. �e e�ect will be stunning
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Teak
SHELVES

Skelet rack, FSC 100% *

10901 100 × 35 × 188 cm

Nordic low rack, 4 sliding doors, FSC 100% *

11443 160 × 46 × 92 cm

Skelet rack, small, FSC 100% *

10902 100 × 35 × 85 cm

Nordic rack, 6 sliding doors, FSC 100% *

11444 90 × 46 × 126 cm

�e Skelet rack is also available in oak (p. 78). �e Nordic racks are also available in oak (p. 80) and walnut (p. 197).
* �is product is FSC® certi�ed
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Teak
SHELVES

wall shelf

15298 135 × 22 × 5 cm

15299 200 × 22 × 5 cm

Utilitile hooked

15097 40 × 4 × 40 cm

Utilitile keyed

15098 40 × 4 × 40 cm

Utilitile mirror

15099 40 × 4 × 40 cm

�e wall shelf is also available in oak (p. 82). �e Utilitiles are also available in oak (p. 82) and walnut (p. 196).
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Teak office furniture

FLEXIBLE WORKSPACE

Wave console, FSC 100% *

11456 120 × 60 × 78 cm

�e Wave console is also available in oak (see p.85) and walnut (p. 192).
* �is product is FSC® certi�ed
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Under the stairs, on the landing, in a 
corner of the bedroom or by the win-
dow: thanks to the digital evolution, the 
(home) office takes up less space than 
ever. Our range includes discreet, basic 
desks (p. 159) that are perfect to work 
at. Do you need a bigger office? We 
have plenty of practical furniture that 
meets all your needs. Or why not work 
at one of our tables? Our teak Stretch 
and Slice extendable tables, for exam-
ple (p. 126 & p. 128) are both perfect 
for flexible work situations. Shelving 
systems (p. 148-155) are great for 
keeping the office tidy and divide a 
room easily in two. Keep coats, keys 
and bags organised with our Utilitiles 
(p. 155) that can be combined in many 
different ways.

Why not work at one of our 
extendable tables? �ey are perfect 

for �exible work situations

OFFICE
Teak
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Teak
CONSOLES

Frame PC console, 2 drawers, FSC 100% *

14066 120 × 43 × 82 cm

Lodge console, 1 drawer, FSC 100% *

15343 120 × 35 × 85 cm

Frame PC console, 2 drawers, FSC 100% *

14068 160 × 43 × 82 cm

�e Frame PC console is also available in oak (p. 86) and walnut (p. 194).
* �is product is FSC® certi�ed
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NEW

Teak
BEDS

Madra bed without slats, mattress size 160/200, FSC 100% *

15071 198 × 243 × 71 cm

Madra bed without slats, mattress size 180/200, FSC 100% *

15072 218 × 243 × 71 cm

Madra bed US size with slats, mattress size 153/203, FSC 100% *

15073 191 × 246 × 71 cm

Madra bed US size with slats, mattress size 193/203, FSC 100% *

15074 231 × 246 × 71 cm

Madra bedside table, 1 drawer, FSC 100% *

15070 60 × 43 × 27 cm

�e Madra bedroom is also available in oak (p. 92).
* �is product is FSC® certi�ed

�e Madra bed and matching bedside tables 
exude balanced harmony. �e rough �nish of the 
wood adds a pure rustic touch to your bedroom
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Teak
BEDS

Burger bed without slats, mattress size 160/200, FSC 100% *

15063 169 × 211 × 39 cm

Burger bed without slats, mattress size 180/200, FSC 100% *

15064 189 × 211 × 39 cm

Burger bedhead upholstered

15065 281 × 6 × 53 cm

Burger bedhead upholstered

15066 301 × 6 × 53 cm

Azur bed without slats, mattress size 140/200, FSC 100% *

15123 150 × 210 × 90 cm

Azur bed without slats, mattress size 160/200, FSC 100% *

15111 170 × 210 × 90 cm

Azur bed without slats, mattress size 180/200, FSC 100% *

15101 190 × 210 × 90 cm

Azur bed without slats, mattress size 180/220, FSC 100% *

15105 190 × 230 × 90 cm

Burger bedside table, 1 drawer, FSC 100% *

15061 56 × 40 × 39 cm

Horizon bedside table, 3 drawers, FSC 100% *

10604 55 × 40 × 54 cm

�e Azur bed is also available in oak (p. 92).
* �is product is FSC® certi�ed
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Teak
BEDS

Light Frame bed without slats, mattress size 160/200, FSC 100% *

11130 171 × 210 × 95 cm

Light Frame bed without slats, mattress size 180/200, FSC 100% *

11131 191 × 210 × 95 cm

Light Frame bedside table, 1 drawer, FSC 100% *

11127 48 × 44 × 48 cm

Bedrooms should be calm, quiet places where 
you can relax after a long day at work. Our 
teak bedroom collections provide everything 
to turn your bedroom into a sanctuary

* �is product is FSC® certi�ed
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Teak
DRESSERS

KDS dresser 3 sliding doors

15080 260 × 65 × 218 cm - Self assembly

KDS dresser 2 sliding doors

15081 166 × 65 × 218 cm - Self assembly

�e KDS dressers are also available in oak (p. 96).
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Teak
DRESSERS

Shadow dresser, 3 doors, 2 drawers, FSC 100% *

15049 115 × 60 × 200 cm

Horizon dresser, 2 doors, FSC 100% *

10614 100 × 60 × 195 cm

�e Shadow dresser is also available in oak (p. 98).
* �is product is FSC® certi�ed
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Teak
CHEST OF DRAWERS

Light Frame chest of drawers, 3 drawers, FSC 100% *

11125 125 × 50 × 90 cm

Burger chest of drawers, 4 drawers, FSC 100% *

15327 100 × 50 × 90 cm

Burger chest of drawers, 5 drawers, FSC 100% *

15062 70 × 50 × 125 cm

Horizon shoe rack, 2 doors, 1 drawer (inside), FSC 100% *

10605 80 × 40 × 75 cm

�e Burger chest of drawers 4 drawers is also available in oak (p. 100).
* �is product is FSC® certi�ed

You can never have enough storage space in a 
home. Ethnicraft lends a helping hand: we have 
wardrobes and chests of drawers in all shapes 
and sizes, o�ering maximum storage space
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Teak
AND MORE

mirror, FSC Recycled 100% *

20007 200 × 4 × 90 cm

Light Frame mirror

11134 90 × 5 × 60 cm

Light Frame mirror

11135 90 × 5 × 150 cm

Light Frame mirror

11136 90 × 5 × 200 cm

Slatted bed base

45023 80 × 200 × 5 cm

45024 90 × 200 × 5 cm

45001 70 × 200 × 9 cm

45003 80 × 200 × 9 cm

45004 90 × 200 × 9 cm

45005 90 × 220 × 9 cm

Our mirrors are also available in oak (p. 102).
* �is product is FSC® certi�ed
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WALNUT
—

Dark sophistication
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NEW

NEW

NEW

Walnut
WAVE

sideboard, 2 doors, 3 drawers 

41451 205 × 46 × 77 cm

TV cupboard, 2 doors, 1 flip-down door, 1 drawer

41453 210 × 46 × 60 cm

book rack, 2 sliding glass doors, 2 drawers

41455 110 × 46 × 183 cm

�e Wave collection is also available in oak (p. 10) and teak (p.106).

�e elegant Wave series with its 
subtle contours and sixties-style feet 
is now available in all three types 
of wood: oak, teak and walnut
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Walnut
NORDIC

TV cupboard, 1 flip-down door, 1 drawer

41439 120 × 46 × 45 cm

TV cupboard, 1 flip-down door, 1 drawer

41440 180 × 46 × 45 cm

coffee table, 1 drawer

41445 120 × 70 × 35 cm

console, 2 drawers

41444 160 × 40 × 85 cm

console, 2 drawers

41447 120 × 40 × 85 cm

�e Nordic console, TV cupboard and co�ee table 120cm are also available in oak (p. 24).
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NEW

NEW

Walnut
TABLES

Osso round table high

43030 120 × 120 × 88 cm

Osso stool high

43032 57 × 33 × 61 cm

Osso round dining table

43031 120 × 120 × 75 cm

Osso stool

43033 50 × 33 × 46 cm

�e Osso round tables and stools are also available in oak (p. 52 & 64).
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NEW

Walnut
TABLES

Osso rectangular dining table

43027 200 × 100 × 75 cm

43026 240 × 105 × 75 cm

Osso square dining table

43025 100 × 100 × 75 cm

�e Osso dining table – designed by Grain 
and Green – adds a warm and original touch 
to your room. Combine with our matching 
Osso stools for a sophisticated e�ect
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Walnut
TABLES

Slice extendable dining table, legs 10 x 10

41943 160-233 × 90 × 76 cm

41944 180-280 × 100 × 76 cm

�e Slice extendable dining table is also available in oak (p. 48) and teak (p. 126).
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Circle dining table

40165 136 × 136 × 76 cm

40164 163 × 163 × 76 cm

Walnut
TABLES

�e Circle dining table is also available in oak (p. 48) and teak (p. 126).

�e Circle dining table is now available 
in two di�erent sizes and all three types 
of wood: oak, teak and walnut
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Walnut chairs & stools

OUTSTANDING BEAUTY

Osso stool

43033 50 × 33 × 46 cm

Osso stool high

43032 57 × 33 × 61 cm

Bjorsing chair, seating height 46 cm, height armrest 66 cm

44678 59 × 62 × 83 cm

NEW

NEW
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All our chairs combine timeless classic design with sturdi-
ness - which allows you to enjoy them for many years. Take 
our walnut Osso stools, with their super stylish look. They 
come in a low and high version and were designed to go with 
the walnut Osso table, but also work by themselves. Another 
newcomer is the Bjorsing, an ‘oversized’ armchair that is a 
style statement in itself, and works in all kinds of interiors.

Our walnut stools come 
in a high and low version 

and were designed to go 
with the Osso table

�e Osso stool high is also available in oak and Blackstone �nish (p. 65). 
�e Bjorsing chair is also available in oak (p. 65).

CHAIRS
Walnut
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Walnut
COFFEE & SIDE TABLES

Tripod side table

44212 46 × 46 × 56 cm

Naomi side table

44210 58 × 42 × 42 cm

Cube closed side table

40646 45 × 42 × 45 cm

Tripod side table

44213 70 × 70 × 60 cm

Naomi coffee table

44211 120 × 70 × 35 cm

Cube closed side table

40647 73 × 42 × 45 cm

Tripod coffee table

44215 96 × 96 × 36 cm

�e walnut co�ee and side tables are also available in oak (p. 70-75) and teak (p. 142-147).

NEW
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Walnut
OFFICE

U table

44001 140 × 72 × 75 cm

44000 172 × 80 × 75 cm

44010 200 × 88 × 75 cm

Wave office console, 1 drawer

41456 120 × 60 × 78 cm

Billy box, 3 drawers

40620 50 × 56 × 66 cm

�e walnut o�ce collection is also available in oak (p. 84). �e Wave console is also available in teak (p. 156).

It might be work, but it doesn’t have to feel like 
it. Create a sophisticated working environment 
and design your o�ce exactly as you want it 
to be, without sacri�cing style or comfort
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Walnut
CONSOLES

Frame PC console, 2 drawers

44066 120 × 43 × 82 cm

Nordic console, 2 drawers

41444 160 × 40 × 85 cm

Frame PC console, 2 drawers

44068 160 × 43 × 82 cm

Nordic console, 2 drawers

41447 120 × 40 × 85 cm

�e Nordic consoles are also available in oak (p. 86). �e Frame PC console is also available in teak (p. 158).
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Walnut
SHELVES

Nordic low rack, 4 sliding doors

41443 160 × 46 × 92 cm

Utilitile keyed

45098 40 × 4 × 40 cm

Utilitile hooked

45097 40 × 4 × 40 cm

Utilitile mirror

45099 40 × 4 × 40 cm

Nordic rack, 6 sliding doors

41448 90 × 46 × 126 cm

�e Nordic racks and Utilitiles are also available in oak (p. 80-83) and teak (152-155).

Our Nordic shelves combine re�ned design with the 
purity of solid wood. �e bevelled edges give this 
solid oak furniture an extra... edge, we would say
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SEATING
—

Perfect companions
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NEW

NEW

NEW

Seating
N101

Sofa, 1 seater, Ash Grey

20114 81 × 93 × 80 cm

20097 81 × 93 × 80 cm - fire retardant

Sofa, 1 seater, Olive Green

20106 81 × 93 × 80 cm

Sofa, 1 seater, Wheat

20105 81 × 93 × 80 cm

20117 81 × 93 × 80 cm - fire retardant

Sofa, 2 seater, Ash Grey

20115 167 × 93 × 80 cm

20098 167 × 93 × 80 cm - fire retardant

Sofa, 2 seater, Olive Green

20108 167 × 93 × 80 cm

Sofa, 2 seater, Wheat

20107 167 × 93 × 80 cm

20118 167 × 93 × 80 cm - fire retardant

Sofa, 3 seater, Ash Grey

20116 203 × 93 × 80 cm

20099 203 × 93 × 80 cm - fire retardant

Sofa, 3 seater, Olive Green

20110 203 × 93 × 80 cm

Sofa, 3 seater, Wheat

20109 203 × 93 × 80 cm

20119 203 × 93 × 80 cm - fire retardant
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Seating
ET

Sofa ET101, 1 seater sand

20250 67 × 81 × 82 cm

Sofa ET101, 1 seater stone

20252 67 × 81 × 82 cm

Sofa ET201, 2,5 seaters sand

20260 200 × 93 × 78 cm

Sofa ET201, 2,5 seaters stone

20262 200 × 93 × 78 cm

Sofa ET501, footstool sand

20295 65 × 65 × 40 cm

Sofa ET501, footstool stone

20297 65 × 65 × 40 cm
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Seating
SALOON

Saloon sofa, 2 seater

20101 200 × 110 × 67 cm

Saloon sofa, 3 seater

20102 252 × 110 × 67 cm
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ABOUT 

SOLID WOOD

Wood, like any other natural and porous ma-
terial, continues to absorb and release hu-
midity throughout its life. Ethnicraft designs 
furniture that adapts well to the hydrometri-
cal conditions of its environment. The struc-
tural design of the furniture allows the wood 
to expand and contract.

Variations in wood grain, texture & col-
our, knots and other natural characteris-
tics are inherent in solid wood. We believe 
that these imperfections contribute to the 
charm of Ethnicraft products. Wood is a nat-
ural product and we finish each piece with 
great skill and artistry. Our craftsmen use 
different wood working techniques such as 
wood inlaying and the use of wood paste. 
Ethnicraft consciously selects a specific 
quality of wood that adds more character 
to its designs.

OUR COMMITMENT

Wood has always been the core material in the Ethnicraft range. We are deeply aware of 
the impact of our industry on the environment and we take environmental issues to heart: 
the origin of the wood, the energy we use in the production and distribution process, the 
treatment of the products and waste reduction - we try to be as environmentally friendly 
as possible.

� e origin of our core material
Ethnicraft’s teak wood comes from two main sources. On the one hand, we carefully reclaim 
timber from neglected buildings or old warehouses, mainly from the island of Central Java 
in Indonesia. On the other hand, Ethnicraft works closely together with the Indonesian gov-
ernmental body in charge of managing the teak plantations originally set up by the Dutch 
about 150 years ago. This government agency applies strict policies with regard to annual 
replanting and the size and quantity of trees that can be felled each year. Where our oak 
is concerned: our sister factories use French and Serbian oak from well-managed forests 
in Europe. Finally, the walnut we use for our designs comes from American soil.

No waste
Production waste such as leftover logs, wood and sawdust are re-used for other purpos-
es. The sawdust from logs is either used as fuel for the drying ovens or compressed as a 
base for pallets. All the leftovers from cutting planks to size are recycled and used as base 
material or as box joints for panels.

FSC® label for our furniture
Our commitment to the environment is reflected by the FSC® CoC (Chain of Custody) 
certification of our distribution centers. FSC® is a worldwide independent, non-govern-
mental, non-profit organization that promotes responsible management of the world’s for-
ests. In other words, this organisation guarantees that products carrying the FSC® label 
come from forests that are managed so that they meet the social, economic and ecological 

needs of present and future generations. In the case of Ethnicraft NV 
and Azur, the CoC certificate guarantees that the company is perfectly 
placed to buy, stock and sell products with a specified FSC® certifi-
cate, originating from sustainably managed forests, controlled sources 
and reclaimed materials, or a mixture of these. At the moment, several 
of the ranges sold by Ethnicraft carry a FSC® 100% Recycled label, 
meaning that the products are made from reclaimed timber. Other col-
lections carry the FSC 100% label, which means that these products 
are made from wood originating from FSC certified plantations. These 
ranges are clearly indicated in the catalogue. Moreover, every effort 
is being made to increase the number of ranges with an FSC® label.

Products with an *
are FSC® cert� � ed
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OAK FURNITURE

Our oak furniture is finished with pigmented hard-wax oil. This finish 
forms a natural protective coating that acts as a repellent against 
most common substances and liquids, but is not a foolproof guar-
antee against stains.

Daily care
 • Dust regularly with a a dry, non-fluffy cloth.
 • Clean with a damp sponge or cloth (not too wet!) with a mild 

solution of water and natural soap (no detergent).
 
Cleaning & refreshing the surface

 • When the wood starts to feel dry or in the case of stains, 
Ethnicraft recommends Osmo Liquid Wax Cleaner* (3029).  
Do not use this product daily. The Liquid Wax Cleaner is no guar-
antee against stains.

 • This does not apply to the Oak Blackstone finish.

Stubborn stains & repairs
 • As time goes by, depending on the amount of wear the fur-

niture gets, the original hard-wax coating may need to be re-
newed. Make sure the surface is clean and dry. Use extra fine 
sand paper (minimum 320 grit) and rub in the direction of the 
wood grain, then apply the Osmo Hardwax Oil Natural (3041). 
The protective oil is no guarantee against stains.

 • For furniture with the Oak Blackstone finish, apply only the daily  
care treatment.

TEAK FURNITURE

Our teak range comes without any finish or protective treatment. 
The wood is merely polished, allowing the natural oils to rise to the 
surface. The high density of teak has the advantage that stains stay 
on the surface and do not penetrate into the wood easily.

Daily care
 • Dust regularly with a dry, non-fluffy cloth.
 • Clean with a damp sponge or cloth (not too wet!) with a mild 

solution of water and natural soap (no detergent). Regular clean-
ing with a natural soap solution will gradually build up a protec-
tive layer: as the wood absorbs the soap, it will become more 
stain repellent.

Preventive treatment
 • If you want to protect the wood from the start, apply a protective 

coating. We recommend Osmo Hardwax Oil, clear matt (3062). 
This seals the pores of the timber and creates a natural protec-
tion. Even then, stains and marks should be removed immedi-
ately. If liquids or substances are left to penetrate the wood, the 
furniture will eventually get stained.

 • This product will darken the wood.

Stubborn stains & repairs
 • Use extra fine sand paper (minimum 320 grit) and rub in the di-

rection of the wood grain.
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WALNUT FURNITURE

All walnut furniture is first tinted with coloured oil and then finished 
with natural oil. This finish forms a natural coating, protecting the 
wood against most substances and liquids, but is not a complete 
guarantee against stains.

Daily care
 • Dust regularly with a dry, non-fluffy cloth.
 • Clean with a damp sponge or cloth (not too wet!) with a mild 

solution of water and natural soap (no detergent).

Cleaning & refreshing the surface
 • When the wood begins to feel dry or in the case of stains, 

Ethnicraft recommends Osmo Liquid Wax Cleaner* (3029). Do 
not use this product daily. The Liquid Wax Cleaner is no guar-
antee against stains.

Stubborn stains & repairs
 • As time goes by, depending on the amount of wear the fur-

niture gets, the original hard-wax coating may need to be re-
newed. Make sure the surface is clean and dry. Use extra fine 
sand paper (minimum 320 grit) and rub in the direction of the 
wood grain, then apply the Osmo Hardwax Oil Natural (5063). 
The protective oil is no guarantee against stains.

UPHOLSTERED FURNITURE

The upholstery of the sofas and chairs is dry-clean only, which 
means that the use of water and soap is not recommended since 
it may leave lighter patches where the fabric has been cleaned. 
Washing a cushion cover in the washing machine, even at a low 
temperature, will not only make the colour fade, but also shrink 
the fabric.

The upholstery of the teak chairs is made of 100% Belgian linen. It 
cannot be removed and stains can only be treated with dry-clean-
ing products. 

Our leather Saloon sofas are designed for indoor use only. All leath-
er must be cleaned with a dry or, if necessary, slightly dampened 
cloth. Avoid rubbing hard when cleaning. Hoover the seat to remove 
dust or crumbs. Our leather does not require feeding but can be 
enriched with a quality leather cream.

How to take care of our furniture
Every piece of furniture has its own maintenance requirements, depending 

on the lifestyle and needs of the user. Caring for solid wooden furniture requires 
some skill, so it is important to be well informed. Here, you will find our maintenance 

guidelines for the different types of wood. Do keep in mind that these are only  
recommendations and that Ethnicraft cannot be held responsible for the results.
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Do’s & dont’s
 • Recommended humidity in the room: between 40% and 60%.
 • Ideal room temperature: 21°C during the day, not below 14°C at night.
 • Avoid exposure to extreme conditions: do not place furniture near heating sources or 

in highly air-conditioned spaces.
 • Although our furniture - apart from teak - is treated with a protective finish, it can still 

be susceptible to stains. We therefore recommend that any spills are removed imme-
diately to prevent staining.

 • When cleaning the surface, always work in the direction of the wood grain.
 • Like any natural material, oak will darken or grow yellow as time goes by. Teak and wal-

nut will fade slightly in direct sunlight. Do not place your furniture in direct sunlight and 
move any objects placed on the furniture from time to time, to prevent colour differences.  

 • Use place mats to prevent hot pots and pans and cold glasses or bottles from leaving 
marks on the furniture.

Artwork
p. 22 ‘Painting, March’, Pierre Soulages, allposters.com 
p. 46 © Stien Bekaert, stienbekaert.be
p. 70 Art work against wall (from left to right):
 ‘Sortie de Bain’, Gianni Villa, yellowkorner.com
 ‘Close to a Mountain N°1’, Martha Verschaffel, 
 the-nelson-collection.com
 ‘Heartlion’, Stien Bekaert, the-nelson-collection.com
p. 72 ‘Vonal Ksz’, Victor Vasarely, allposters.com
p. 80 Art work against wall: © Alice Dumon.
 Sculpture above our Nordic low rack: 
 © Michel Mouffe; michelmouffe.be.
 Photographed at authenticandso.com
p. 82 © Alain Biltereyst, biltereyst.com (small paintings) 
 Stien Bekaert, the-nelson-collection.com 
 (framed giclée print ‘Fairlight’ against wall)
p. 86 ‘Rorschach’, Andy Warhol, allposters.com
p. 92 ‘Crystall Ball’, Formento – Formento, yellowkorner.com
p. 114 Page from the book ‘Isometric drawings - 1982’, 
 Sol Lewitt
p. 126 Painting © Bruno Koschmider; 
 courtesy of authenticandso.com
p. 142 ‘Batman II’, Daniel & Geo Fuchs, younggalleryphoto.com
p. 144 Wall sculpture ‘Dead Letters’, Marc Robbroeckx, 
 denmark-artist.com. Photographed at authenticandso.com
p. 158 ‘I love my type’, ilovemytype.com
p. 178 © Kasper Bosmans
p. 182 ‘Love the process’ ilovemytype.com
p. 184 Wall sculpture, authenticandso.com
p. 190 © Pol Bury
p. 196 ‘Heartlion’, Stien Bekaert, the-nelson-collection.com
p. 200 © Louis Claus
p. 204 © Filippo Sciascia

Styling props 
universo positivo (p. 12-32-36-42-44-52-53-64-76-88-90-108-
114-130-132-134-152-200), universopositivo.com
Notre Monde (p. 116-108-200), notremonde.com

Concept
Art direction & styling: Els Van Roey, misstipi.com
Lay-out: Dogma, dogma.eu

Photography
All pictures have been taken by Nicolas Schimp (except p. 4-14-
20-30-38-39 (top right) -50-58-62-66-74-96-98-100-102-110-
120-124-136-138-140-166-170-172-180-186-202-206-208), 
nicolasschimp.viewbook.com. 
p. 4 Erlucho for iStock, istockphoto.com
p. 206 Lynne Furrer for Shutterstock, shutterstock.com

Credits
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Ethnicraft NV | Belgium
Headquarters
Scheldeweg 5
B-2850 Boom
T +32 3 443 01 00
F +32 3 443 01 01
E info@ethnicraft.com

Ethnicraft Azur | France
ZAC Euroflory
189, Rue Gabriel Lippmann CS90009
13131 Berre l’Etang CEDEX
T +33 442 152 152
F +33 442 152 153
E azur@ethnicraft.com

Ethnicraft | Asia
72 Eunos Avenue 7 #05-04
Singapore Handicrafts Building
409570 Singapore
M +65 83 99 79 64
E jonathan.roelandts@ethnicraft.com

Contract, hospitality & projects
T +32 3 443 01 72
E studio@ethnicraft.com

www.ethnicraft.com
www.ethnicraft.com/wheretobuy.php
www.facebook.com/ethnicraft
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